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[57] ABSTRACT

A wavelength division multiplexing system includes a first

optical output level detector for detecting an optical output

level of a first signal light transmitted on a transmission line,

a signal light transmitter for transmitting an additional signal

light to be multiplexed with the first signal hght, and an

optical coupler for multiplexing the additional signal light

with the first signal light. The optical output level of the

additional signal light is controlled on the basis of the optical

output level of the first signal light transmitted on the

transmission hne.
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WAVELENGTH DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
SYSTEMS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to wavelength division

multiplexing (WDM) systems, and more particularly, it

relates toWDM systems having a function that a signal light

is dropped or added at each repeater or the like in a WDM
system.

2. Description of the Related Art

In optical transmission systems for the communication
from one end oflBce to -another end office and opticar

transmission systems having a ring path for the optical

transmission, there are systems including optical repeaters*

or nodes. In those optical repeaters, there is an optical

repealer having functions of not only amplifying signal

lights but also dropping a specific signal light from signal

lights transmitted through that node and adding a new signal

light to transmitted signal lights.

- FIG. 1 shows a prior art ADD multiplexer for adding a

signal light to transmitted signal lights. A signal light output

at an optical transmitter 5 is sent through an optical divider

3 to an optical coupler 1, in which the signal light is

multiplexed and added to WDM signal lights on a transmis-

sion line. The other output of the optical divider 3 is input

to an output controller 6 after being converted - into an

electric signal in a photoelectric converter 4. The output

controller 6 controls the output of the optical transmitter 5 to

keep the input from the. photoelectric converter 4 constant.

By the above operation, the output of the signal light to be

added is kept constant,. *
.

In the WDM system- in which - signal lights having a

plurality of wavelengths different from one another are

wavelength-division-multiplexed, it is required to adjust the

output of a newly added signaL light in accordance with

transmitted wavelength-division-multiplexed (WDM) signal

lights. In the case that the new signal light is added to the

WDM signals on the transmission line with an ADD
muUiplexer,.if the peak output of the added signal .light is not

equal to those of the other channels, the S/N ratio is

deteriorated when multi-stage repeats are performed with

optical amplifiers. Accordingly, the peak output of the newly
added signal light must be equalized to those of the other

channels. However, in the system that the transmission

output of the optical transmitter is kept constant as the above

prior art, a level difference is generated between the newly
added signal light and the transmitted WDM signal, lights

when the peak output of the WDM signal lights on trans-

mission line varies due to a variation of the transmission line .

loss or the like.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, " it is an object of the present invention to'

provide wavelength division multiplexing systems iii which
the level difference between transmitted signarlights and 2l

newly multiplexed and added signal light is decreased and
levels of signal lights after, n^ultiplexing are' equalized.

Wavelength divisidd multijpiexing systeins according to

the present invention comprise a first optical output level

detector for detecting an optical output level bf a 'first signal

light transmitted on a transmission'line, a transmitter for
'

transmitting an additional signal light to be miiltiplexed with

'the first sigpal light, and 'an optical coiipleV for miiiltiplexing

the additional signal light with the 'first signal light. The

optical output level of the additional signal light is con-

trolled on' the basis of the optical output level of the signal

-light transmitted on the transmission line.

The first optical output level detector comprises a first

5 optical divider for dividing the first signal light to output a

first divided signal light, and a first photoelectric converter

for converting the first divided signal light into a first electric

signal. An optical output level of the additional signal light

is detected by a second optical output level detector. The
10 second optical output level detector comprises a second

optical divider for dividing the second signal light to output

a second divided signal light, and a second photoelectric

converter for converting the second divided signal light into

a second electric signal.

An output controller controls the optical output level of

the additional signal light so that the ratio of a first optical

output level to a second optical output level is within a

predetermined range. Otherwise, the output controller may
control the optical output level of the additional signal light

so that the first optical output level becomes equal to the

second optical output level.
'

The transniitter includes an optical semiconductor laser

for outputting the additional signal light. The output con-

2^ troller controls the optical output level of the additional

signal light by controlling the injection ciirrent to the optical

semiconductor laser.

Wavelength division multiplexing systems according to

the present invention can also be applied even in the case of

3Q the first signal light being formed of wavelength-division-

multiplexing a plurality of signal lights having different

wavelengths from onie another. In that case, the output

controller controls the optical output level of the additional

, . signal light so that the first optical output level to the second

35 optical output level becomes the same' multiple as the

number of the signal lights included by the wavelength-

division-multiplexed signal lights.

By the above construction, in a wavelength division

multiplexing system, it becomes possible that the total

40 optical output of wavelength-division-multiplexed signal

lights on a transmission line and the optical output of a

signal light to be added to the transmission line are moni-
tored at a spot where a constant number of channels are

always present on ihe transmission line, and the output of the

45 signal tight to be .added is controlled so that the ratio of the

optical output of ihe additional signal light to the

wavelength-division-multiplexed signal lights becomes con-

stant. In a wavelength division miiltiplexing system, it

becomes also possible that the outputs of a dropped signal

50 light and a signal light to be added are monitored at a spot
' whdre dropping a signal light and adding a signal light are

performed at the same time, and the output of the signal light

to be added is controlled so that the ratio of the output of the

additional signal light to the' output of the' dropped signal

55 light becomes always constant '

As another aspect, wavelength division multiplexing sys-

tems according to the present inyention can also be applied

to a system having an ADD-drop multiplexer (ADM) includ-

ing an input port for inputting wavelengthpdivision-

6b multiplexed signal lights, a drop de-multiplexer, and a signal

light adder. At the input port, wavelength-division-
' multiplexed signal lights in which a plurality of signal lights

having ' different wavelengths from one another are

wavelerigth-division-multiplexed and which is transmitted

65 on a transihission line, is input. In the drop de-mtiltiplexer,

' theysignai light having a specific wavelength is selectively

^ extracted from the' wavelength-division-multiplexed signal
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lights. An optical output level of a dropped signal light

extracted in the drop de-multiplexer is detected,by a first

optical output level detector. A signal light to be added is

sent firom a transmitter. The additional signal light is mul-

tiplexed with the wavelength-division-multiplexed signal

lights in the signal light adder to be sent to the transmission

line. The optical output level of the additional signal light is

established on the basis of a first optical output level.

An optical output level of the additional signal light is

detected by a second optical output level detector. An output

controller controls the optical output level of the additional

signal light so that the ratio of the first optical output level

to a second optical output level is within a predetermined

range. Otherwise, the output controller controls the optical

output, level of the additional signal light so that the first

optical output level..becomes equal to the second optical

output level.

The.drop de-multiplexer includes an optical filter through

which only lights having specific wavelengths can permeate.

Otherwise, the drop de-multiplexer includes a variable opti-

cal band-pass filter which extracts the signal light having a

.specific wavelength by selecting the .wavelength in accor-

,dance with an external signal. For such, a variable optical

. band-pass filter, an acousto'-optic variable band-pass filter

. can be used.

In a wavelength division multiplexing system, the outputs

of a dropped signal hght and a signal light to be added are

monitored at a spot where dropping a signal light and adding

a signal light are performed at the same lime. The output of

the signal Light to be added can be controlled so that the ratio

of the output of the additional signal light to the output of the

dropped signal light becomes always constant^ In a^.wave-

length division multiplexing system, signal lights on a

transmission. line are divided at a spot where only addition

of a signal' light is performed. An arbitrary channel is

dropped with the variable optical band-pass .filter and its

output is monitored. The output of a signal light to be added

is also monitored. The output of the signal light to be added

is controlled so that the ratio of the output of the additional

signal light to the output of the dropped channel becomes;
,

always constant.

In ihe above cpnstniction, wavelength division multiplex-

, ing systems according to. the present invention include a

maximum optical output level detector for detecting an

optical output level of the signal light having the maximum
peak output among the plurality of signal lights included by

.
the wavelength-division-multiplexed. signal lights. The opti-

cal output level of the additional signal, light can be con-

trolled on. the basis of the maximum peak output.

. Tjie wavelength division multiplexing systems further

. . include an additional light output level detector for detecting

an optical output level of an additional signal light to output

an additional signal light output level..An oiitput controller

controls the optical output level of the additional signal light

so that the ratio of the maximum peak output to the addi-

. tional signal light output level is within, a predetermined

range, ]
Otherwise, the output controller may control the

optical output level of the additional signal light so that the

peak output of
,
the additional signal light becomes equal to

the maximiim peak output.

The maximiim peak output detector includes a first optical

divider for dividing wavelength-division-multiplexed signal

lights to output a first . divided signal light, and .a first

. photoelectric converter for converting the first divided signal

. light into a first electric signal. The, additional signal light

output level detector includes a second optical, divider for

dividing .the additional signal light to output a second
divided signal Hght, and a second photoelectric converter for

converting the second divided signal light into a second
electric signal. The maximum peak output detector includes

a variable optical band-pass filter allowing only a specific

wavelength light among the wavelength-division-
multiplexed signal lights to permeate and outputting a

permeation signal light, a wavelength sweeper for sweeping
over wayelength by varying the specific wavelength in the

variable optical band-pass filter, a third photoelectric con-

verter for converting the permeation signal light into an

electric signal, and a peak value detector for detecting a peak
value of the electric signal and holding it.

The output of an arbitrary channel signal light on a

transmission line and the transmission output of a signal

light to be added are monitored and the transmission output

of a transmitter is controlled so that the ratio of one output

to the other output becomes constant. The output of the

signal light to be added thereby follows the output variation

of wavelength-division-multiplexed signal lights on the

transmission line. When the ratio is controlled so that both

peak outputs at that time become equal to each other, peak
outputs of channels are kept even in spite of a variation on
the transmission line. .

As another aspect, wavelength division multiplexing sys-

tems according to the present invention include an optical

channel separator for separating wavelength-division-

multiplexed signal lights into separate signal lights by
wavelength to output the separate signal lights, and a sepa-

rate signal light output deteclor for detecting an output of the

separate signal light having the maximum output among. the

separate signal lights. An output controller controls the

output of an additional signal light on the basis of the

maximum output. The separate signal light output detector

includes a third photoelectric converter for converting the

, separate signal lights, into electric signals, and an analog

switch 'for allowing only the maximum output among the

electric signals to pass. ..

Wavelength-division-multiplexed signal lights are sepa-

rated into separate signal lights by wavelength at the optical

divider. Outputs of the separate signal lights are detected,

respectively. The output of the additional signal bght is

controlled with a control signal established on the basis of

the above outputs.

An output of the separate signal light having the maxi-

mum output among the separate signal lights to control the

output of an additional signal but the output of the additional

'Signal light may be^ controlled in accordance with the

minimum output among the separate signal lights. It is also

possible' that outputs of the separate signal lights are

detected and the mean value of them is calculated to use the
" mean oiitput for controlling th&* output of an additional

signal light.

_ BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS
The above and other objects, features and advantages of

the present invention will become more apparent from the

following detailed description when taken in conjunction

with the accompanying drawings wherein; .

60; FIG. 1 is a diagram showing a construction of prior art

wayelength division multiplexing systems;

FIG. 2 is a diagram showing a construction of wavelength

division multiplexing systems according to the first embodi-

ment of the present invention;

FJG. 3 is a diagram showing a construction of wavelength

division multiplexing systems according to the second

embodiment of the present invention;
, ,
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FIG. 4 is a diagram showing a construction of wavelength

division multiplexing systems according to the third -

embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 5 is a diagram showing a construction of wavelength

division multiplexing systems according to the fourth 5

embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 6 is a diagram showing a construction of wavelength

division multiplexing systems according to the fifth embodi-

ment of the present invention; and
10

FIG. 7 is a diagram showing a construction of wavelength

division multiplexing systems according to the' sixth

embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS 15

Next, wavelength division multiplexing systems accord-

ing to the present invention will be described in detail with

reference to drawings. .
•

FIG. 2 shows a construction of wavelength division 20

multiplexing systems according to the first embodiment of

. the present' invention. ,
-

The wavelength division multiplexing systems according

to the first embodiment of the present invention include an

optical divider 11, an optical receiver 12, an optical trans-

mitter 13, another optical divider 14, and a photoelectric

converter 16. The optical divider 11 divides a signal light or

wavelength-division-multiplexed (WDM) signal lights, in

which a plurality of signal lights is wavelength-division-

multiplexed, transmitted on a transmission line. A divided

signal light from the optical divider 11 is converted into an

electric signal in the optical receiver 12.

On the other hand, the optical transmitter 13 senxis out an'

additional signal light to be added to the above signal light

or lights transmitted on the transmission line. The additional

signal light sent out from the optical transmitter 13 is divided

in the optical divider 14 and one of th^ outputs of the optical

divider 14 is converted into an electric signal in the photo-

electric converter 16. '

40
An optical coupler 15 is disposed on the transmission line.

The other output of the optical divider 14 is multiplexed with

the signal light or lights on the transmission line in the

optical coupler 15.

The signal light or the WDM signal lights, in which a 45
plurality of signal lights is wavelength-division-
multiplexed, are input from the left side in FIG. 2. The
wavelength division multiplexing systems according to this

embodiment have the function that another signal light is

addied to the input signal light or lights. The signal light to
' be added is sent out froni the optical transmitter 13.

The input signal light or lights are divided in the optical

divider 11. One of the outputs of the optical divider 11 is

converted into an electric signal in the optical receiver 12
' and an output lever of the electric signal is detected. The 55

sigiial light to be added sent out from the optical transmitter

13 is divided in' the optical divider 14. One of the divided

signal lightfl is multiplexed with the input signal light or

lights in the. optical coupler 15 and sent out on the trans-

mission line. The other of the divided signal lights from the etj

optical divider 14 is converted into an electric signal in the

photoelectric converter 16 and an output level of the electric

signal is detected; •
-

In* the above construction, the wavelength division mul-
;

' tiplexing systemis' according to the present invention further 65

include an output controller 17. The output controller 17

controls the output of the optical transmitter 13 so that the
'

ratio of the output level of the optical receiver 12 to the

output level of the photoelectric converter 16 becomes
constant. Thereby, the ratio is adjusted by the control of the

output controller 17 so that the output of the signal light to

be added becomes equal to that of each wavelength signal

light on the transmission line. The output of the signal light

to be added can thereby be controlled to become equal to

that of each wavelength signal light on the transmission Une.

Since an actual output level of the transmitted WDM signal

lights is detected immediately before adding a signal light to

control the output of the signal light to be added, output

adjustment can be performed in high accuracy without

depending on any level drop due to a transmission loss of the

transmitted signal lights or the like.

By the above construction, when there is always a con-

stant nxmaber of channels of signal lights on the transmission

Une, the output of a signal light to be added can also be

controlled so that the ratio of the total optical output of

WDM signal Ughts to the optical output of the additional

signal light becomes constant. For instance, if the number of

signal lights included by the WDM signal lights transmitted

on the transmission line is 4, the optical output of the

additional signal light is controlled so that the optical output

of the additional signal light always becomes Vi of the

optical output level detected in the photoelectric converter.

FIG. 3 shows a construction of wavelength division

multiplexing systems according to the second embodiment
of the present invention: ;

•

The wavelength division multiplexing systems according

to the second embodiment of the present invention include

an optically dividing and adding circiiit (hereinafter, called

ADM) 21 having the function that a part of signal lights is

dropped and extracted from transmitted WDM signal hghts

and another function that a new signal light is multiplexed

with and added to the WDM signal lights. The systems

further include an optical divider 22 for dividing a dropped
signal light, a photoelectric converter 23 for converting a

divided signal light into an electric signal, an optical trans-

mitter 24 for transmitting a signal light to be; added to WDM
' signal lights on a transmission line, another optical divider

25 for dividing ^ signal Ught from the optical transmitter 24,

and . another photoelectric converter 26 for converting a

divided signal light from . the optical divider 25 into an

electric signal. . .
'

,

In the ADM 21, transmitted signal lights are input to an
* IN port and signal lights are output at an OUT port. The
ADM 21 has the function that a signal light having an

arbitrary wavelength is selected and dropped from WDM
signal lights. The- above function can be obtained by using

a variable optical band-pass filter, for instance, using an

acousto-optic element. A selectively dropped signal light is

output at a DROP port. . . . ' ;

The AI^M 21 has another function that a new signal light

is multiplexed with and added to WDM siginal lights' trans-

mitted on the transmission line. The signal light to be added

is input from ah ADD port of the ADM 21.

A signal light dropped from' the DROP port is divided in

the optical divider 22 and one of the outputs of the optical

divider 22 is converted into an electric signal in the photo-

electric converter 23. The other-output is received by an

optical receiver 28. An output level of the dropped- signal

light is detected by using the electric signal converted in the

photoelectric converter 23.' ;

On the -other hand; the optical transmitter 24 sends out a

sighal light to be newly added at the ADM 21. The sent-out

additional signal light is divided in the optical divider 25 and

BNSDOCID: <US 5917623A1_I_>
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8
one of the outputs of the optical divider 25 is input through =

the ADD port to the ADM 21. The additional signal light

input to the ADM 21 is multiplexed with WDM signal lights

and sent out on the transmission line.

The other output of the optical divider 25 is converted into.

. an electric signal in the photoelectric converter 26 and an

output level of the electric signal is detected. The output

levels of the signal lights detected in the photoelectric

converters 23 and 26, respectively, are. input to an output

controller 27. .The output of the optical transmitter 24 is

controlled by a feedback manner so that levels of the

dropped signal light and the additional signal light become
almost equal to each other. The feedback control may be

performed so that both levels become equal to each other.

The output of the optical transmitter 24 can also be con-

trolled so that, the ratio of the output of the photoelectric

converter 23 to the output of the photoelectric converter 26

. becomes constant. By the manner that the ratio is adjusted

by the control of the output controller 27 so that the output

of the signal light to be added becomes equal to that of each

wavelength signal light on the transmission line, the output

of Ihe signal light to be added can be controlled to become
equal to that of each wavelength signal light on the trans-

mission line without depending on a transmission, loss.

In this embodiment and embodiment^ described below,.

^ since the basic, construction and function are same as those

; of the wavelength division multiplexing systems of the

present invention shown in FIG, 2, descriptions of them will

be omitted..

,^ This embodiment differs from the first embodiment in that

. this enabp.diment includes the ADM 21. The ADM 21 has .

functions that input WDM signal lights are not only divided

.'but the signal light having a specific wavelength is selec-

tively dropped and extracted from ^he WDM signal lights

-.and another signal light having another speciiSic wavelength

is added, to the WDM signal lights.

: . FIG. 4 shows a construction of wavelength division

. multiplexing systems according to the third embodiment of

the present invention.

The wavelength division multiplexing systems according

to the third embodiment of the present invention include a

drop de-multiplexer (DROP) 31 for drojpping the signal light .

having a specific wavelength from;WDM. signal lights, an

optical divider 32 for dividing the dropped signal light, a

photoelectric converter 33 , for converting a divided signal

light into an electric signal, an optical transmitter 34 for

: traqsmitting a signal light to be added to the WDM signal

lights on a transmission line, an optical coupler 35 for

. adding the signal light from the optical transmitter .34 to the-

.
WDM signal lights on the transnaission line, another optical

\ (divider 36 for . dividing , the signal light from the optical

,

transmitter 34, and another photoelectric converter 37 for

;

converting a divided, signal light fi;pm the optical divider 36
. into,an electric signaL ...

The drop de-multiplexer 31 also has the function that a

specific wavelength is selected and dropped. In this wave-.
.

' lenglh4ivision multiplexing systeins, a dropped signal light.

10
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controller 38 so-that the output of the signal light to be added
becomes equal to that of each wavelength signal light on the

transmission line, the output of the signal Ught to be added

can be controlled to become equal to that of each wavelength

signal light on the trahsrnission line without depending on a

transmission loss. FIG. 5 shows a construction of wave-
length division multiplexing systems according to the fourth

embodiment of the present invention.

The wavelength division multiplexing systems according

to the fourth embodiment of the present invention include an

optical divider 41 for dividing WDM signal lights on a

transmission line, a variable optical band-pass filter 42

controlled by a driver 45, a photoelectric converter 43 for

converting the output of the variable optical band-pass filter

42, and the driver 45 for driving the output of the variable

optical band-pass filter 42^

' In this embodiment, a peak detector 44 is provided and the

variable optical band-pass filter 42 is swept by wavelength

and the control signal to the driver 45 is locked so that the

output of the photoelectric converter 43 becomes maximum.
The systenis ftirther include an optical transmitter 46 for

transmitting a signal light to be added to WDM signal lights

on the transmission line, an optical coupler 48 for adding the

signal light from the optical transmitter 46 to the WDM
signal lights on the transmission line, an optical divider 47
for dividing the signal light from the optical transmitter 46,

and a photoelectric converter 49 for converting a divided

signal, light from the optical, divider 47 into an electric

signal. For instance, an acpusto-optic tunable filter (AOTF)
or the like can be used for realizing the function that the

signal light having a specific wavelength is selected from
and taken out of multiplexed signal lights.

Also in this embodiment, an output controller 50 co'ntrols

the output of the optical transmitter 46 so that the ratio of the

outputipf the photoelectric cpnverter43 to the output of the

photoelectric converter 49 becomes constant. By the manner
that the ratio is adjusted by the control of the output

controller 50 so that the output of the signal light to be added

becomes equal to that of each wavelength signal light on the

transmission line, the output of the signal light to be added

can be controlled to become equal to that of each wavelength

signal light on the transmission line without depending on a

transmission loss. For the variable optical band-pass filter

42, an aoousto-optic tunable filter, an electro-optic tunable

filter or the like can be used!

FIG. 6 shows a cpnstruction of wavelength division

multiplexing systems according to the fifth embodiment of

the present invention.
. , . , .

, TTie wayelength division multiplexing systems according

to the fifth embodiment of the present invention include an

optiqal divider 51 for dividing WDM signzd lights on a

transmission line, a phptoelectric converter 53 for perform-

ing a photoelectric conversion, an optical transmitter 54 for

transmitting a signal light to be added to the WDM signal

lights on the transmission line, another optical divider 55 for

dividing the signal, light from the optical transmitter 54, an

optical coupler 56 for adding the signal Ughffrom the optical

transnaitter 54 to the WDM signal lights on the transmissionis divided in the optical divider 32 and one component of the

signal light is used for detecting its output level. The other . 60 line, and another photoelectric converter 57 for converting a

component signal light.is converted into an electric signal in. . divided signal light from the optical divider 55 into an

an optical receiver 39 and the signal is received. . . , electric signal. . . ^ . . . .

-
; Also in this embodiment, an output controller 38 controls In this embodiment, there is disposed an optical filter 52

the output of the optical transmitter34 so that the ratio of the. . for allowing pnly a predetermined channel among ^divided

output of the photoelectric converter 33 to. the output of the .. 65 signal lights from . the optical, divider 51 to pass. A signal

,
photoelectric converter 37,becomes constant. By the manner , Ught. which permeated through the optical filter 52 is con-

* that the ratio is. adjusted, by the control of .the ' ou^ verted into an.electric signal in the photoelectric converter
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53 to detect its output. An output controller 58 controls the

output of the optical transmitter 54 so that the ratio of the

output of the photoelectric converter53 to the output of the

photoelectric converter 57 becomes constant. The ratio is.

adjusted by the control of the output controller 58 so that the

output of the signal light to be added becomes equal to that

of each wavelength signal light on the transmission line.

Thereby, the output of the signal light to be added can be

controlled to become equal to that of each wavelength signal

,
light on the transmission line without depending on a

transmission loss.

FIG. 7 shows a construction of wavelength division

multiplexing systems according to the sixtli embodiment of
the present invention.

The wavelength division multiplexing systenis according

to the sixth embodiment of the present invention include an

optical divider 61 for dividing WDM signal lights on a

transmission line, an optical channel separator 62 for sepa-

rating divided signal lights by channel, photoelectric con-

verters 63 for converting each channel output of the optical

channel separator 62 into an electric signal, and a detector 64
for detecting the channel the output at which is maximum
among the outputs of the photoelectric converter 63 and
outputtihg a signal for selecting that channel. In this

embodiment, only the maximum output among the outputs

of the photoelectric converter 63 can pass through an analog

switch 65 in accordance with a control signal from the

detector 64. As this manner, the output of a signal light to be

added is thus established in accordance with the maximum
output among the outputs of the signal lights which were
converted into electric signals in the photoelectric converter

63.

Otherwise, the output of the signal light to be added can

be established in accordance with the minimum output

among the outputs of the signal lights. It is also possible that

the mean value of the outputs of the signal li^ts is calcu-

lated and the output of the signal light to be added is

established in accordance with the mean value.

^ The systems further include an optical transmitter 66 for

transmitting a signal light to be added to \Vt)M signal lights

- on the transmission line, an optical coupler 68 for adding the

signal light from the optical transmitter 66 to the WDM
signal lights on the transmission line, another optical divider

67 for dividing the signal hght from the optical transmitter

66, and another photoelectric converter 69 for converting a

divided signal light from the optical divider 67. An output

controller 70 controls the output of the optical transmitter 66
so that the ratio of the output of the analog switch 65 to the

output of the photoelectric converter 69 beconies constant.

The ratio is adjusted by the control of the output controller

^ 70 so that the output of the signal light to be added becomes
equal to that of each wavelength signal light on the trans-

mission line. Thereby, the output of the signal light to be

added can be controlled to become- equal to that of each

wavelength signal light on the transmission line without

depending on a transmission loss.

As described above, in wavelength division multiplexing

systems according to' the- present invention, when a new
signal light is 'added toWDM signal lights on a transmission

line, the optical power of the signal light to be added can

autbrnatically be fitted to the optical ppwer on the transmis-

sion line without depending on any output variation of the

WDM signal lights' on the transmission line. Thereby, the

S/N ratio is prevented from deterioratihg and a high quality

optical transniission can be realized. -

While this* ihvehtion has been described in connection

with certain jpreferred embodiments,'it is to be understood
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that the subject matter encompassed by way of this invention

is not to be limited to those specific embodiments. On the

contrary, it is intended for the subject matter of the invention

•to include all alternative, modification and equivalents as

can be included within the spirit and scope of the following

claims.

What is claimed is:

1. Wavelength division multiplexing system comprising:

first optical output level detection means for detecting an

optical output level of a first signal light transmitted on
a transmission line to output a first optical output level;

signal light transmission means for transmitting a second

signal light;

signal light coupling means for multiplexing said second

signal light with said first signal light to add said second

signal light onto said transmission line; and

optical output control means for controlling the optical

output level of said second signal light on the basis of
said first optical output level.

2. Wavelength division multiplexing system according to

clairn 1, further comprising:

second optical output level detection means for detecting

an optical output level of said second signal light to

output a ,second optical output level.

3. Wavelength division multiplexing system according to

claim 2, wherein said output control means comprises:

means, for controlling the optical output level of said

second signal light so that the ratio of said first optical

output level to said second optical output level is within

a predetermined range.

4. Wavelength division multiplexing system according to

claim 2, wherein

said output control means comprises;

means for controlling the optical output level of said

second signal light so that said first optical output

level and said second optical output level become
equal to each other. . .

5. Wavelength division multiplexing system according to

claim 3, wherein

said signal light transmission means comprises:

an optical semiconductor laser for outputting said sec-

ond signal light; and

said output control means comprises:

optical semiconductor laser control means for control-

. ling the injection current to said optical semiconduc-

tor laser

6. Wavelength division multiplexing system according to

claim 3, wherein

said first optical output level detection means comprises:

first optically dividing Epeans for dividing said first

signal light to output a first divided signal light; and
first photoelectric conversion means for converting said

first divided signal light into a first electric signal;

and
'

said second optical output level detection means com-
prises:

second optically dividing means for dividing said sec-

ond signal light to output a second divided signal

light; and
• second photoelectric conversion means for converting

said second divided signal light into a second electric

' • signal. ' i ' ^ :

•

7. Wavelength division multiplexing system according to

claim 1, wherein

said first signal light comprises wavelehgth-division-

niultiplexed signal lights in which a pilurality of signal
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lights having different wavelengths from one another is

waveiength-divisioD-multipiexed; and

said output control means comprises:

means for controlling the optical output level of said

second signal light so that said first optical output

level to said second optical output level becomes the

same multiple as the number of said signal lights

included by said wavelength-division-multiplexed

signal lights.

8. Wavelength division multiplexing system according to

claim 7, wherein

said signal light transmission means comprises:

an optical semiconductor laser for outpulting said sec-

ond signal light; and

said output control means comprises:

optical semiconductor laser control means for control-

ling the injection current to said optical semiconduc-

tor laser.

9. Wavelength division multiplexing system according to

claim 8, wherein

said first optical output level detection means comprises:

a first optically dividing means for dividing said first

signal light to output a first divided signal light; and
first photoelectric conversion means for converting said

first divided signal light into a first electric signal;

and

said second optical output level detection means com-
prises:

•second optically dividing means for dividing said sec-

ond signal light to output a second divided signal
- - light; and

second photoelectric conversion means for converting

said second divided signal light into a second electric

• signal. -
'

10- Wavelength division multiplexing system comprising:
' wavelength-divisibn-multiplexed signal lights input-

means for inputting wavelength-division-multiplexed

signal lights in which a jjlurality of signal lights having
different wavelengths from one another are

wavelength-division-multiplexed, said wavelength-
" division-multiplexed signal lights being transmitted on

a transmission line;

signal light extraction means for extracting the signal light

having a specific 'wavelength from said wavelenglh-
' - division-multiplexed signal lights to output a dropped'

signal light;

first optical output leVel detection means for detecting an

optical output level of said dropped signal light to

output a first optical output level; '
,

' signal light transmission means, for transmitting an addi-
' \ tional signal light'; \
signal light addition means for outputting said additional

signal light onto said transmission line after being

multiplexed with said wavelength-division-
multiplexed signal lights; and

optical output control means for controlling the optical

.
output of said additional signal light on the basis of said
first optical output level.

. 11. Wavelength division multiplexing system according to

claim 10, further comprising: ^ .

,

second optical output level detection means for detecting -

an optical output level.of said, additional signal light to -

output a second optical output level. ^ . ; ; :

12. Wavelength division multiplexing system according

to. claim 11, wherein said output.control means comprises:
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means for controlling the optical output level of said

, . additional signal light so that the ratio of said first

optical output level to said second optical output level

is within: a predetermined range.

13. Wavelength division multiplexing system according

to claim 11, wherein

said output control means comprises:

means for controlling the optical output level of said

additional signal light so that said first optical output

level and said second optical output level become
equal to each other.

14. Wavelength division 'multiplexing system according

to claim 11, wherein

said signal light extraction means comprises:

an optical filter for allowing only said signal light

having said specific wavelength selectively to per-

meate.

15. Wavelength division multiplexing system according

to claim 11, wherein

said signal light extraction means comprises:

.

.a variable optical band-pass filter for selecting an

arbitrary .wavelength with an external, signal to

extract said signal light having said specific wave-
length.

16. Wavelength division multiplexing system according

to claim 15, wherein said variable optical band-pass filter

comprises:

an acoustOroptic tunable filter

17. Wavelength division .multiplexing system according

to claim 12, wherein

said signal Light transmission means comprises:

an optical semiconductor laser for outputting said addi-

tional signal light; and , .

' said, output control means comprises: . ,

optical semiconductor laser control nieans for control-

ling the injection current to said optical semiconduc-
tor laser.

18. .Wavelength division multiplexing system according

,to claim 12, wherein

.said first optical output level detectionrmeans comprises:

- first optically dividing means for dividing said

wavelengthrdiyision-multiplexed signal lights to

output a first divided signal ; light; and

. first photoelectric conversion means for converting said

first divided signal light into a first electric signal;

and

said second optical output level detection means com-
: .

-
. prises:

second optically dividing means for dividing said addi-

tional signal light to output a second divided signal

light; and . .
. . .

second photoelectric conversion means for converting

said second divided signal light into a second electric

,
signal. '

,

19. Wavelength division multiplexing systepi, compris-

ing:
. , . ,

wavelength-diyision-multiplexed signal lights . input

means for inputting wavelength-division-multiplexed

. signal lights in which a plurality of signal lights having

^^ different wavelengths from . one another are

wayelength-division-multiplexed, said wavelength-

division-multiplexed signal lights being transmitted on
a transmission line;

maximum optical output level detection means for detect-

ing an optical output level of the signal light having the

maximum peak output among said, plurality of
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signal lights included by said wavelength-division-

multiplexed signal lights; signal light transmission

means for transmitting an additional signal light;

signal light addition means for oiitputting said additional

signal light onto said transmission line after being

multiplexed with said wavelength-division-
. multiplexed signal lights;, and ,

optical output control means for controlling the optical

output of said additional signal light on the basis of said

. maximum peak output.

20. Wavelength division multiplexing system according

to claim 19, further comprising:

additional signal light output level detection means for

detecting an optical output level of said additional

signal light to output an additional signal light output

level.

21.. Wavelength division multiplexing system according

to claim 20, wherein said output control means comprises:

means, for controlling the optical output level of said

additional signal light so that the ratio of said maximum
peak output to said additional signal light output level

is within a predetermined range.

22. Wavelength division multiplexing system according

to claim 20, wherein

said output control means comprises: .

means for controlling the optical output level of said

additional signal light so that the peak output of said

additional signal light becomes equal to said maxi-
mum peak output!

23. Wavelength division multiplexing system according

to claim 20, wherein

said signal light transmission means comprises:

an optical semiconductor laser for outputting said addi-

tional signal hght; and

said output control means comprises:

optical semiconductor laser control means for control-

ling the injection current to said optical semiconduc-
tor laser.

24. Wavelength division multiplexing system according

to claim 20, wherein

said maximum peak output detection means comprises:

first optically dividing means for dividing said

wavelength-division-multiplexed signal lights to

output a first divided signal light; and
first photoelectric conversion means for converting said

first divided signal light into a first electric signal;

and

said additional signal light output level detection means
comprises:

second optically dividing means for dividing said addi-

tional signal light to output a second divided signal

light; and

second photoelectric conversion means for converting

said second divided signal light into a second electric

signal.

25. Wavelength division multiplexing system according

to claim 19, wherein

said maximum peak output detection means comprises:

a variable optical band-pass filter for allowing only the

signal light having a specific wavelength among said

wavelength-division-multiplexed signal lights to

permeate to output a permeation signal light;

wavelength sweep means for sweeping over wave-
length by varying said specific wavelength of said

variable optical band-pass filter;
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14
third photoelectric conversion means for converting

said permeation signal light into an electric signal;

and

peak value detection means for detecting and hold a

peak value of said electric signal.

26. Wavelength division multiplexing system, compris-

ing:

wavelength-division-multiplexed signal lights input

means for inputting wavelength-division-multiplexed

signal lights in which a plurality of signal lights having

different wavelengths from one another are

wavelength-division-multiplexed, said wavelength-

division-multiplexed signal lights being transmitted on
a transmission line;

channel separation means for separating said wavelength-

division-roultiplexed signal lights into said signal lights

by wavelength to output the separate signal lights;

signal light transmission means for transrnitting an addi-

tional signal light;

signal light addition means for outputting said additional

signal light onto said transmission line after being

multiplexed with said wavelength-division-
multiplexed signal lights;

separate signal light output detection means for detecting

outputs of said separate signal lights to output a control

signal; and

additional signal light control means for controlling the

output of said additional signal light on the basis of said

control signal.

27. Wavelength division multiplexing system according

to claim 26, wherein

said separate signal light output detection means com-
prises:

maximum optical output detection means for detecting

an output of the separate signal light having the

maximum output among said separate signal lights

to output the maximum output; and
control means for outputting said control signal in

accordance with said maximum output.

28. Wavelength division multiplexing system according

to claim 27, wherein

said separate signal light output detection means further

comprises:

third photoelectric conversion means for converting

said separate signal lights into electric signals,

respectively; and

an analog switch for allowing only the maximum
output among said electric signals to pass.

29. Wavelength division multiplexing system according

to claim 27, further comprising:

an optical receiver for receiving at least one signal light

among said wavelength-division-multiplexed signal

lights.

30. Wavelength division multiplexing system according

to claim 26, wherein

said separate signal light output detection means com-
prises:

minimum optical output detection means for detecting

an output of the separate signal light having the

minimum output among said separate signal lights to

output the minimum output; and

control means for outputting said control signal on the

basis of said minimum output,

31. Wavelength division multiplexing system according

to claim 30, wherein
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said separate signal light output detection means further

comprises:

third photoelectric conversion means for converting

said separate signal lights into , electric signals,

respectively; and

an analog switch. for allowing only the minimum output

among said electric signals to pass.

32. Wavelength division multiplexing system according

to claim 31, further comprising:

an optical receiver for receiving at least one signal light

among said wavelength-division-multiplexed signal

lights,

33. Wavelength division multiplexing system according

to claim 26, wherein

said separate signal light output detection means further

comprises:

mean optical output .detection means for detecting

outputs of said separate signal lights and calculating

the mean value of them to output a mean output; and
control means for outputting said control signal on the

basis of said mean output.

34. Wavelength division multiplexing system according

to claim 33, wherein

said separate signal light output detection means further

comprises:
' third photoelectric conversion means for converting

said separate signal lights into electric signals,

respectively; and
' mean value calculation means for calculating the mean

value of said electric signals.

35. ' Wavelength division multiplexing system according

'

to claim 34, further comprising:
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an optical receiver for receiving at least one signal light

among said wavelength-division-multiplexed signal

lights. . .

36. Wavelength division multiplexing system according

to claim 26, wherein

said signal light transmission means comprises:

an optical semiconductor laser for outputting said addi-

tional signal light; and

said additional signal light control means comprises:

optical semiconductor laser control means for control-

ling the injection current to said optical semiconduc-
tor laser.

37. Wavelength division multiplexing system according

to claim 36,' wherein

said maximum peak output detection means comprises:

first optically dividing means for dividing said

wavelength-division-multiplexed signal lights to

output a first divided signal light; and
first photoelectric conversion means for converting said

first divided signal light into a first electric signal;

and

said additional signal light output level detection means
comprises:

second optically dividing means for dividing said addi-

tional signal light to output a second divided signal

light; and
'

second photoelectric' conversion means for converting

said second divided signal light into a second electric

signal.
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